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Improving Natural  
Grass Field Quality
By Jerad Minnick

T
he demand for use of  grass fields continues to increase; however, most field 
maintenance programs have not changed at all over the past 20 years. Now, 
with data guiding the way, older g rass  f ie ld  maintenance programs can be 
updated, focusing on the following five key areas, to support their high use. 

Impactful Aeration
Data analysis of grass fields often reveals 
that surface compaction is a constant 
challenge. It can start to build in high-use 
areas of fields within two weeks and can 
suffocate roots, limit soil microbial activity 

and slow water infiltration. Surface com-
paction buildup also reduces energy ab-
sorption by the surface from player impact, 
creating player health and safety issues.

Thankfully, data reinforces where and 
how surface compaction is relieved. Com-

paction maps of football and soccer fields 
highlight high-traffic areas up and down 
the center, while on a baseball field, the 
high-traffic areas are in front of dugouts 
and on the infield. A pull-behind slicer or 
PTO-driven surface aerator with solid tines 
can quickly and efficiently reduce compac-
tion by opening 7–10 percent of the surface. 
Traditional spinning “plugger” aerators 
are not impactful, as they open less than 1 
percent of the surface. With high-traffic ar-
eas accounting for only around half of the 
total field surface, aeration can take place 
monthly during play to offset the negatives 
of compaction.

Hawaii’s Maui County Parks has in-
creased the use of, and eliminated repairs on, 
its football stadium since the field mainte-
nance team, led by Lance Tokushima, started 
focusing on impactful aeration during football 
season.

Efficient Plant Feeding
Efficient plant feeding starts with impac-
tion aeration. Spreading fertilizer on a field 
with a high level of surface compaction 
is a waste of resources. Suffocated plant 
roots can’t take up nutrients, and slowed 
microbial activity limits organic matter 
and fertilizer breakdown. Once compac-
tion is relieved, plant roots and microbial 
activity can thrive. Yearly soil testing cre-
ates a guide for needed nutrients. Soil tests 
should be taken in the high-traffic areas, 
as the nutrient need in low-traffic areas is 
very different because that grass is not ever 
stressed.

At the Betty Wilson Soccer Complex in Ne-
vada, Ronald Baum, City of  Las Vegas Park 
Maintenance Field Supervisor and his team 

Lead Advisor, Jerad Minnick, of the Natural 

Grass Advisory Group™ uses its first-of-a-

kind field testing equipment in North Amer-

ica to collect data points at the Maryland 

SoccerPlex.


